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Consider two commercial contracts. The first requires customers to waive their rights to bring class actions against large businesses in favor of private arbitration. The second requires a reservation leaseholder to adjudicate disputes in tribal court. Both contracts require dispute resolution in fora over which the Supreme Court does not exercise supervisory jurisdiction. Both arbitration and tribal courts are favored by acts of Congress. Both contracts are hotly contested in the Supreme Court. But the arbitration clause contract has been affirmed in a series of recent decisions. The tribal court contract, by contrast, is pending before the Court in Dollar General Corp. v. Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians. Ironically, while the more conservative Justices signed on to the arbitration clause decisions, these same Justices may be Dollar General’s best bets for escaping tribal jurisdiction. This short Essay details the key arguments in Dollar General and argues that to undo the tribal contract would unnecessarily and unconstitutionally undo the right to contract for Indian nations.

1. CONTRACT AND TRIBAL JURISDICTION

Indian nations and non-Indians conduct billions of dollars’ worth of business on Indian lands. Indian energy revenue disbursements from the

Interior Department topped $1 billion for the first time in 2014, and much of that business depends upon non-Indian companies. Indian gaming is a nearly $30 billion revenue source for Indian nations, and nearly all of that revenue is generated from non-Indians. Gaming tribes employ many thousands of non-Indians and do billions of dollars’ worth of business with non-Indian vendors. Tribal governments handling billions of dollars in federal government contracting funds likely employ hundreds of thousands of non-Indians nationwide. Virtually all of this business activity is conducted through contractual relationships, with business activities occurring on Indian lands. Gaming, resource exploitation, and federal contracting have revolutionized the political economy of Indian nations in the past four decades.

Commercial relations between Indian nations and those who are not members of the tribes have been normalized for the most part, with one critical exception. The Supreme Court has left tribal civil jurisdiction over nonmember business activities unsettled. There is one key open question staring tribal business operations in the face: “the question of tribal-court jurisdiction over nonmember defendants in general.”

Oral argument in Dollar General suggests that the Court is not certain even about the proper rules to use in deciding tribal civil jurisdiction matters. The Court’s working theory, memorialized in the Montana test, is that Indian nations do not have jurisdiction over nonmembers, except in two circumstances. One is where nonmember activity is potentially “catastrophic” to tribal government operations and reservation life. The other is where a nonmember consents, usually through a commercial transaction, to tribal jurisdiction. Several cases in the 1980s determined that Indian nations enjoyed civil jurisdiction over nonmembers in a variety of disputes arising on
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Indian lands: taxes on reservation sales to nonmembers;\textsuperscript{11} taxes on nonmember interests on reservation leaseholds;\textsuperscript{12} taxes on reservation resources removed by nonmembers;\textsuperscript{13} regulation of nonmember hunting and fishing on reservation lands;\textsuperscript{14} and even zoning regulation of nonmember-owned fee land in a predominantly tribal portion of an Indian reservation.\textsuperscript{15} At this late date, it is well established that nonmembers who have consented to tribal jurisdiction will not be successful in challenging tribal jurisdiction in federal court, especially if the dispute arises on Indian lands. These challenges are almost uniformly unsuccessful.\textsuperscript{16} The simple answer for any commercial entity doing business in Indian country is to resolve these uncertainties in contract with the tribal business partner. In fact, Indian country business entities successfully contract away jurisdictional problems in most instances.\textsuperscript{17}

\textbf{11. DOLLAR GENERAL V. MISSISSIPPI BAND OF CHOCTAW INDIANS}

Despite the long line of authority and practical lawyering acknowledging the power of tribes and their business partners to contract for jurisdiction, the Supreme Court is poised to possibly undo that law by excusing a tribal business partner from its contractual consent to tribal jurisdiction.

Dollar General rents land from the Choctaw tribal trust to operate one of its stores in accordance with a lease in which the store consented to tribal court jurisdiction and to the Choctaw Tribal Tort Claims Act. The tribe persuaded the Dollar General store manager to participate in the tribe’s Youth Opportunity Program, which places tribal members in unpaid positions at reservation businesses for educational purposes. One of the tribal member youths employed at the store alleged that the store manager sexually molested him and sued both the manager and Dollar General in tribal court for \$2.5 million in damages.\textsuperscript{18}
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In its petition for certiorari, Dollar General characterized the issue as a tort claim, perhaps to deflect attention from the fact that the company likely had consented to the application of tribal law under the lease. The strategy is sound. The Court has long worried that nonmembers will be surprised in tribal court by unfair and unknowable tribal tort law. Justice Souter once wrote that tribal courts “differ from traditional American courts in a number of significant respects.”

The Mississippi Choctaw tribal court is a professional court consisting of attorneys; the chief appellate judge must possess several years of judicial experience before he or she may sit on the court. Dollar General does not allege that Mississippi Choctaw tribal court engaged in any unfairness, or that tribal tort law is unknowable, but only argues in its cert petition that there is no guarantee that the tribal court is “endowed with the independence required for fair treatment of outsiders.” Even that is a generalization: there is tribal law that could address the question of, for example, the tribal procedural rules and judicial conduct rules. But Dollar General does not engage with that law.

In its merits brief and at oral argument, Dollar General dramatically shifted course and argued that since the Federal Constitution does not constrain tribal authority and the Supreme Court does not have supervisory authority over tribal courts, nonmembers cannot be sued in tribal court at all.
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19. Petition for Writ of Certiorari at 12, Dollar General, No. 13-1496 (“This case presents the Court a chance to complete the critically important, unfinished business of defining the scope of tribal authority to adjudicate tort claims against nonmembers.”).

20. E.g., Plains Commerce Bank v. Long Family Land & Cattle Co., 554 U.S. 316, 338 (2008) (“But there is no reason the Bank should have anticipated that its general business dealings with respondents would permit the Tribe to regulate the Bank’s sale of land it owned in fee simple.”).


25. Transcript of Oral Argument at 5, Dollar General, No. 13-1496 (“First, the Constitution contemplates the availability of a neutral forum for suits against noncitizens, and by
argued that it is irrelevant whether a tribal court guarantees fundamental fairness to all litigants, or even whether a nonmember has consented to tribal jurisdiction. The merits brief alleges that American law cannot hold that an American citizen can be divested of property without a neutral forum and that tribal courts are not neutral. At oral argument, the company took that argument further and argued that no tribal court can exercise civil jurisdiction over nonmembers because the Supreme Court does not have jurisdiction to review tribal court decisions.

Justice Kennedy vigorously latched onto the federal constitutional argument at oral argument. He suggested that even where a nonmember business enters into a contractual arrangement with a tribe or reservation entity that provides the forum and the governing law is that of the tribe, that entity did not “explicit[ly] consent” to tort claims, especially the possibility of punitive damages. He also questioned whether Congress had the authority to “subject” American citizens to a “nonconstitutional forum.” Later, Justice Kennedy tied the constitutional concerns to the contract term, which he seemingly argued did not constitute consent to a tribal forum, unfavorably comparing the Dollar General lease provisions to commercial arbitration provisions that the Court knows so well in other contexts.

### III. DIVESTING THE POWER TO CONTRACT?

There are several avenues the Court could take in Dollar General. The Court could hold that the tribal court does not possess jurisdiction over the tort claim arising out of the contract. Or the Court could hold more narrowly that a tribal court cannot impose punitive damages upon nonmembers. Or the Court could accept Dollar General’s invitation to immunize nonmembers from tribal court jurisdiction altogether. Or the Court could make the easiest decision, to enforce the contract terms and acknowledge Dollar General’s consent to having tribal laws potentially enforced against it in a tribal forum.

If the Court holds that Indian nations may not assert civil jurisdiction over consenting nonmembers, which amounts to the denial of the power of Indian
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nations and their business partners to contract for jurisdiction, the decision
could be deeply insulting to tribal interests. Ironically, it might not mean all
that much in the end to tribes and their business partners, who will simply
incorporate more specific provisions in commercial arrangements going
forward. However, rejecting tribal jurisdiction would ignore the realities of the
economy of the Mississippi Choctaws, an Indian country success story. The
tribe employs thousands of nonmembers on its lands and has for decades.\footnote{31}
The tribe, its employees, and its business partners established their commercial
relationships in reliance upon federal Indian policy and Supreme Court
precedents acknowledging tribal jurisdiction on trust lands over consenting
nonmembers.

Justice Scalia’s death may mean a 4-4 tie in the Dollar General case. Justice
Scalia was in the majority in the most recent tribal civil jurisdiction dispute,
Plains Commerce Bank v. Long Family Land & Cattle Co.,\footnote{32} decided by a 5-4 vote,
split along the traditional conservative-liberal voting pattern. In Plains
Commerce, Justice Scalia asked a nonmember company that had not specified
jurisdiction in its commercial agreement with a tribal member-owned
business: “[Y]our client could have obtained that certainly [sic] by inserting a
choice of law provision providing that any disputes would be resolved
somewhere else, couldn’t it?”\footnote{33} The answer in that case from the nonmember?
“I think that in the face of silence in the contract, the general rule [against
tribal jurisdiction] controls rather than its exceptions.”\footnote{34} There is a choice of
law provision in Dollar General, negotiated at arm’s length by sophisticated
business entities, and it points to tribal court jurisdiction.\footnote{35}
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\footnote{32}{554 U.S. 316 (2008).}
\footnote{33}{Transcript of Oral Argument at 8, Plains Commerce, 554 U.S. 316 (No. 07-411).}
\footnote{34}{Id.}
\footnote{35}{The governing law section of the lease provides:
This agreement and any related documents shall be construed according to the
laws of the Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians and the state of Mississippi
(pursuant to Section 1-1-4, Choctaw Tribal Code). Exclusive venue and
jurisdiction shall be in the Tribal Court of the Mississippi Band of Choctaw
Indians. This agreement and any related documents [are] subject to the Choctaw
Tribal Tort Claims Act.
Joint Appendix at 47-48, Dollar General Corp. v. Miss. Band of Choctaw Indians, No. 13-
1496 (U.S. June 12, 2014).}
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